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The objective of this phase of the project was to determine locations 
and amounts of storage space within a house. An attempt was made to allow 
for varying occupancies including different age, interest and income groupe. 
An attempt also was made to maintain flexibility of specific storage units, 
in order to allow for changing usage. 
The following types of storage and locations were considered: 
Clothes: bedroom 
Coats: front entrance or ball 
Linen and bedding: hall or bathroom 
Sewing equipment: dining space, utility room or bedroom 
Books, radio, games, etc. : living area 
Games and hobbies: hall or living area 
Sports equipment: front entrance or ball 
Cleaning equipment: utility room or rear entrance 
General storage: garage or separate room 
Out-of' -season clothes: ball 
In designing space to store the items in these categories, a major concern 
was to provide maximum accessibilit7. For this reason some of' the units 
shown on subsequent pages are provided with more subdivisions than would 
probably be feasible in a moderate cost house. The over-ell spaces allowed, 
however, are tel t to be adequate for most families. It is possible that 
individual families would be able to make adjustments in apace division in 
accordance with their own needs. 
Divided according to rooms or areas, the following are considered to 
be adequate storage space dimensions: 
Room or Area Height Width Depth 
Single bedroom. s•-o• 4'-<>" 2'..0" 
3'-Q" 2'..0" 2t-o• 
Double bedroom s•-on s•-o• 2'-Q" 
.3'-Q" 4'...0" 2'..0" 
Front entrance 6•-o" 4'-4" 2'..0" . 




Living area 8'..0" 4'..0" 1'-4" 
or 2 1-4" 12'..0" 1 1-4" 
UtUity room gt-on 3'-Q" 2•-o• 
OPI'IONAL BUT DESIRABLE IN ADD IT ION TO ABOVE 
Dining area s•-on J•-6• 2'...0" 
or utility room 
Hall 81-QM .31-8" 1'-4" 
All un1 ts shown (except where specifically noted otherwise) are designed for 
use with sliding doors, thus eliminating the possibility of door storage, 
which would considerably increase their capacity. 
The above list does not include a general storage area for bulky items. 
This was considered to be located either in a garage or in a separate room 
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within the house. If in the garage, a space 2'-Q" deep, 71-Q" high and 20'....0" 
long is recommended. If in the house, a room 6'...0" x 8'-0" is recommended. 
A detailed discussion ot various types of storage follows: 
STORAGE WALL PROJECT (LDRC) 
Progress Report No. 1 
PART I - Clothes Storage 
Investigation 
This part of the study was limited to sitting out the various types 
of adult clothing in common use and placing them in storage units. No 
special consideration at this stage has been given to storage of clothes 
for children, since it is assumed that they will eventually become adults, 
and that, therefore, any special arrangements should fit in with, or be 
easily modifiable to, adult requirements. 
Clothes to be stored were divided into three general groups, according 
to the most suitable method of storage: a) on hangers suspended from a 
pole; b) on shelves or racks; c) in drawers or trays. a) Hanger storage 
was reserved for large items which should not be folded or compressed (suits, 
dresses, coats, etc.); b) shelf or rack storage was confined to a.aller, 
~ items not foldable and not needing protection from handling or dust 
(bats, shoes, articles in boxes); c) drawer or tray storage was reserved 
for i tams whicll can be folded, and which need protection trom handling and 
dust. Also small items which might get lost otherwise (jewelry, underwear, 
gloves, scarf's, shirts, etc.). 
An attempt was made to determine an average allowance (number of' 
articles per person) for each type of item. This was based on information 
from references, modified where deemed advisable. Information in references 
was often spotty, and allowances often seemed excessive or minimal with 
no particular consistency. Therefore, the amounts of clothing specified 
in this study must be regarded as strictly rule-of-thumb. Space allowances 
per article, however, seemed generally consistent and reliable. A complete 




1. A closet width of 4•-on seems adequate for hanging space. The 
floor of the closet can be raised 2" above the room floor to aid in 
preventing dust accumulation. With a pole height of 5'-7" above the 
closet floor, 2 1 -on of this width can be used to accommodate a shoe rack 
three tiers high. A pivoted tie rack can be installed in front of this. 
This pole height allows for a shelf at a 6•-on height above the room tloor. 
This permits easy accessibility. One shallower shelf can be provided at 
71-0" height for storage of seldo~used articles. 
2. A six-drawer unit 3'..0" high, 2r-on wide and 2'..0" deep can 
accommodate the entire allowance of folded clothing specified in this study. 
This unit, however, should not be confused with any commer cial unit of the 
same dimensions. Three factors are important contributors to its efficiency: 
1) the depth of the drawers (21 inches net, after construction allowances}; 
2) the height of the drawers (3 or 5 inches net) ; and 3) the use of parti tiona 
within the drawers. These provisions make it possible to store clothing with 
little or no waste space. 
3. There seems to be little difference in closet and drawer space 
requirements between the sexes, except for the arrangements or partitions 
in the drawers. Although women possess more clothing (both in number and kind) 
the articles are generally smaller and/or thinner and, therefore, take up 
less room. 
Recommendations For FUrther Study 
1. The theoretical capacity of the storage units (1 and 2 above) should 
be tested with actual clothing. 
2. Other types of units should be developed; for example, sballower 
drawer units might make possible back-to-back attachment with other units 
facing an adjoining room. After a preliminary exploration, it seems doubtful 
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that any great econo~, either of space or of construction, is to be gained 
by further compartmentalizing of the closet unit, but further investigation 
ot these possibilities seems in order. 
3. An investigation should be made of children's clothes storage, based 
on adult units already designed, with an eye to developing a sequence of 
simple, non-structural modifications covering requirements from early' 
childhood on. 
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PART II - Coat Closet 
Investigation 
Coat-hanging space was based on the year-round requirements of a 
family consisting of two men and two women. An allowance was made of' 
5 coats per woman (2 winter coats, 2 light coats, raincoat) and .3 
coats per man (winter coat, light topcoat, raincoat). In addition, 
storage space was allotted for one pair of overshoes per person, 2 men's 
hats and miscellaneous gloves and scarves. A drawer 6" high was allowed 
for rubbers, which vary in size and shape. Umbrellas were assumed to be 
hung on hooks on the door, a1 though they also might be hung at the side 
or rear of the closet if sliding doors were used. 
Conclusions 
A closet unit 8•-on high and 51-4" wide is adequate to accommodate 
the clothing and equipment listed above. If the unit is less than ceiling 
height, a size 6t-on x 6'-4" or 5'-0" x 7'-0" is adequate. The widths of 
these units may be reduced 2'..0" if there is auxiliary storage space for 
out-of-season coats. 
Recommendations for Further StudY 
The space in these units should be combined with that of other types of 
units (i.e., sports or recreational equipment, music, books, etc.) to form 
a complete living room-entrance storage unit. 
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PART III - Dinan and Bedding Storage 
Investigation 
A basic assumption was made of a storage unit 2 t ..011 deep and 8 t-on 
height. These dimensions would combine readily with other units which are 
likely to be adjacent, such as an out-of-season clothes storage unit. 
The width of the closet would vary with the number of items to be accommodated, 
but for purposes of this study the following allowances were made, based on 
an assumed family of four: 
6 blankets 10 sheets (single or double) 
2 comforters 
2 bedspreads 
1 mattress pad 
2 pillows 
10 pillowcases 
12 bath towels 
12 band towels 
12 washcloths 
In making these allowances it was considered that the entire household supply 
of blankets and comforters would probably be stored at one time in the 
summer, whereas some of the sheets and towels would always be in use. 
The decision to include towels in this storage unit was made solely on 
grounds of econo~. Otherwise, a special bathroom equipment closet would be 
mandatory to include these and other bathroom supplies. (For such a closet 
unit, see Helen E. McCullough's unpublished storage report, Study #1.) In 
this study it is assumed that such irregularly used items as ice bags, first 
aid kits, hot water bottles, bedpans, medicines, etc., would, in a small 
house, be dispersed among several units. These might be a conventional 
medicine cabinet or wall cabinet in the bathroom, and unused shelves in otber 
centrally located closets. 
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Conclusions 
A width of 2 1-0" is adequate for the storage of items listed above, 
with two trays left over for additional articles, such as bath mats, bureau 
scarves, guest towels, or additional quantities of items already considered. 
The inclusion of a pull-out shelf at 3'-0" height is considered des~ 
able for purposes of sorting out articles prior to storage. Trays are used 
up to eye-level height for easier access to smaller items and for greater 
dustproofing. Shelves above should be able to be pulled out for easier access. 
In specific cases it may be necessar.y or desirable to use a shallower 
closet. This should be not less than 16" deep, and the width should be 
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PART IV - Sewing Closet 
Investigation 
This study was based mainly on the unpublished study by H. E. McCullough 
{other published arrangements for sewing seem distinctly over elaborate). 
No specific allowances for amounts of material, thread, scissors, etc., were 
made, since these are bound to vary considerably, but space was allowed for 
various bulky items necessary for the sewing process. These are: dress form, 
skirt marker, portable sewing machine and small f'olding sewing table. 
No provision is made tor pressing equipment since it is considered un-
likely that two ironing centers would be provided in a small house. Likewise, 
a separate cutting or sewing table is not provided for, since it is assumed 
that another already provided (such as a dining table) would be adequate tor 
the limited amount of time it takes to cut out a garment. These omissions 
almost necesaaril1 limit the location of the sewing center to an area close 
to either the dining or utility area. If it should be located in a separate 
room or in a bedroom, additional provisions would have to be made, but these 
would not materially affect the size of the storage unit except for the 
addition of a 7'-Q" high slot for a folding cutting table. 
Conclusions 
10 
An s•-on high storage unit 2'-Q" deep and 3'-6" wide should be adequate 
for the provisions listed above. This provides space for hanging up unfinished 
work, and for a standing dress for.m, as well as two unassigned shelves at the 
top. If a dress form is not owned, and if hanging space is available in 
another closet the size of the sewing closet can be reduced by half (1 1-9"). 
This width is based on the largest width of a portable dewing machine. If' 
a cabinet model sewing machine is used (this assumed as a free-standing piece 
of furniture), the 18" high shelf space can be subdivided to provide for 
. other items (such as pressing equipment). Needless to say, these provisions 
are based on the requirements of an average housewife who does a considerable 
amount of sewing, but does not cover the needs or the mother of a very large 
family or of a professional seamstress. 
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PART V - Books, Radio, Games, Magazines 
Since the requirements of fami~ies for storage space for books, musical 
equipment, etc., vary widely, and since these articles do not readily fit into 
ordinary closets, the aim of this study was to arrive at a flexible storage 
arrangement which could be adapted for individual needs. This involves 
the idea of a series of units which can be put together in various ways. 
Since wall space is usually at a premium in living rooms, the units were 
designed to utilize space under windows as well as walls of full height. 
The list of items considered in this study, and their required shelf depths 
are: 
Table-model radio - 10" 
Built-in radio - 16" 
Built-in speaker ~ depends on width and height 
Record player - 16" 
Record albums (12") - 16" 
Books 
- 10" 
Magazines on tiered racks- 16" (sloping racks), s• (vertical) 
8 ~ 10", 16" 
Although a built-in radio-record pl~er unit is not common in homes, it 
presents a special space problem, and, therefore, was treated as an 
individual unit. Other units combined facilities for several types of 
article in the same unit. 
Conclusions 
Since two types of unit were designed, the length of wall space required 
varies. 
12 
For Type "A" units (8'-Q" high), a combination of any two units should 
be sufficient for an average home. This requires 4'-D" of wall space. 
For Type "B" units (2'-4" high} a wall length of 121-o" will provide 
approximately the same amount of storage space. 
l3 
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PART VI - Games and HObbies 
Investigation 
This study was based on the storage requirements of what appear to be 
two of the most popular home pastimes - card games and amateur photograp~. 
Items considered were: 
Card tables - 2'-8" x 21-8" x 2t" 
Folding chairs - 1'-3" x 3'-Q" x 2t" 
Card decks, score pads, table covers, chips, etc. 
Ca.meraa, tripod, film, floodlights 
Movie reels, slides, photograph albuae 
MOvie screen - 6" diam. x 51-4" 
MOvie projector 1 1-6" x 10" x 1•-o• 
Sli~e projector (optional) 
Miscellaneous {boxed games, stamp collections, scrapbooks, etc.) 
Since the items above represent many different shapes and sizes, it would be 
easy to over specialize the divisions or such a closet or cabinet. However, 
the space should be kept fairly generalized so that it could be used for 
other hobbies or equipment as well. 
Conclusions 
A full-height closet 3 1-8" wide and 1'-4" deep will accommodate all the 
above items with one shelf left over for possible additional storage ot, 
for example, dark room equipment. Heavy or bulky items are stored near the 
floor. If space for a movie projector and screen is not needed, the width 
of the closet can be reduced to 31-on. The 1211 shelves should be adjustable, 
and if all this storage is not needed, the card table unit could be built 
separately. 
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PARr VII - Sports Closet 
Investigation - This study was based on average dimensions of sports equip-
ment commonly used. Sports considered were; Tennis, golf, .fishing, 
baseball, football, basketball and skating. 
Conclusions - A full-height closet 2 1-4" wide and 12" deep is sufficient to 
take care of sports equipment which would be likely to occur in a home. 
Other equipment could be substituted for items shown, such as the 
substitution of guns for golf clubs. If neither of these is needed, 
extra shelves could be added for ohildrens outdoor toys. 
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Part VIII - Cleaning Closet 
Investigation 
This study was based on the assumption that the closet would probably 
be located in a utility room or near the rear entrance. Therefore, it 
should contain space for ~ging up outdoor work clothes, childrens snow-
suits, boots, etc., in addition to the usual paraphenalia for cleaning. 
Conclusions 
A closet 2'-Q" deep and .3'-Q" wide, or 1'-4" x 51-o", will accommodate 
the articles described above. The space allotted for cleaning implements 
is based on a study of kitchens by H. E. HcGullough, 1948. Hanging space is 
allowed for .3 or 4 articles of outdoor clothing. 
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PART IX - General Storage 
Investigation 
This section was to include space for a work bench, luggage, bab.y 
carriage, tricycle, wagon, bicycle, stor.m sash, garden equipment and 16 
lineal feet of shelves for unassigned dead storage. The location was 
assumed to be a) in the garage or b) in a separate room of the house. 
Conclusions 
A) A garage space 21-on deep and 7•-o• high on the long wall of a 
12 t x 20 t garage will provide generous acconnnodations for all the above 
items. The car would have to be moved, however, to provide working 
space in front of the workbench. 
B) The same items may be arranged along two sides of a 121 x 24' garage, 
and the work bench can be used for all except major operations without 
moving the car. 
C) A room 6' x 8 a with a door on the 61..0" side will provide for all 
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SEX:TIDJI I ... A 
Camplete Cloaeta - Conwnticmal Conatzuct.ioD. 
with Bear1Dg Partit4ona and G81lftZ10118 Spaoe 

SINGLE CLOSET (410 Wn>E) 
Total 
Hoare or Labor Coste Subcontractor• e Production Cost 
l:JUm1•1 Qpaptitr Lp B1 l.fatWtl CO!Jt Qm:head & Prpfit Lg Hi 
2 to 2 1/2 hrs. ~ 4.70 e s.87 $ 4.70 $ 5.87 
1/2 to 2/3 hrs. .ss 1.13 .85 1.13 
91BF • 9.92 9.92 9.92 
3 1/3 to 4 1/'J hre. 7.83 10.18 7.83 10.18 
124 SF 6.36 6.36 6.36 
5 to 6 2/3 bra. 11.25 15.00 11.25 15.00 
1/2 pkg. 2.37 2.37 2.37 
1/2 hr. 1.17 1.17 1.1'1 1.17 
i4LF 1.40 1.40 1.40 
l 1/2 to 2 bra. 3.52 4.70 3.52 4.70 
1 Frame 7.15 7.15 7.15 
34 LF 3.91 3~91 3.91 
1 1/2 to 2 bra. 3.52 4.70 3.52 4.70 
lDoor 14.25 14..25 14.25 
•1 Latch 2.00 2.00 2.00 
11/2 pr. 1.20 1.20 1.20 
1/2 to 3/4 hre. 1.17 1.76 1.17 1.76 
4BF 1.00 1.00 1.00 
2BP' .48 .48 .48 
4LF .68 .68 .68 
4 pes. .60 .60 .60 
1 pr. .15 .15 .15 
snrGLE CLOSET (4'0 WIDE) 
Material or Net Unita or 
H111 BU.I .J&\bor Fa;lg£ . · l.fatw:JI~ UJlita 
Asphalt Tile - Floor 
• 2.35#. Carpentor lel to 1. 7 hn. .14 CSF 
9# X 9" X l/S" Grade "B• Asphalt 
/100 SF l~tl. Used 
.l2XS'TT TUe Asphalt Tile Cement 1.65. pl. 
Painting - 'Walls & CeUiDg 
2.25/hr. o. 'I tq 1.32/100 SF Painter 1.10 CSF 
.21./l.b.sc 
Area. Covered 
Primer ( 1 eo:1t) 
Casein Paint (1 ooat) 2.98/ga.J.. 
Doors 
Pa.i.Ylter 2.25/hr. • 70 to l.l hrs.;Door lDo~ 
Primer (1 coat) .21./l.b.sc 
Cassin Paint (1 coa. t) 2.9S/gal. 
Source of M!lterial Costs 
'r c Thompson Lumber Co. 
C • Co11etruction- Januar.v 19;1, u. s. Department ot Labor- page 36 &. 37, Cbicago dealer 
to contro.ctor prices. · · 
(l) Door 2'6 x 61 8 x l 3/S • $13.57 .. add s% tor 21S t-ddthe 
M = Morgan price F~torutU'1' 1951, see catalog 950. 
(1) 1, - 12S6 apron is used tor base. 
S a Ss.ndYell 1 s Paint Store. 
SDtOLE CLCS~ (4'0 WIDE) 
Total 
Hours or Labor Costa Subcontn.ctor'e Production Cost 
Lp Hi Mltcer3al Coat Oy!rhead & Proti$ Lo Hi_ 
1/6 to 1/4 hr. e .39 c .59 la£ $ .43 $ .65 
14 SF $,1.75 Notea Genem1 1.75 1.75 
1/S gal. .21 Overhead & Protit .21 .21 
Included In 
lsterial Cost 
3/4 to 11/2 hrao 1.69 3.3'1 4($ to'~ 2.71 5.22 
. 
1 S/8 lb. .39 3~ to 4r$ .51 .55 
1/6 gal. .so . 
'"" to /1$ .65 .70 
3/4 to 11/10 bra. 1.69 2.47 /lifo to s"' 2.3? 3.S3 
l 1/2 lb. .36 3ll' to IIJI, .47 .50 
.15 gal. .45 3~ to 4!$ .58 .63 
TOTAL en.7s &so.94 $55.13 $94.82 110.02 
·.· 
DOO:BLZ CI.OSE! ( sc 0 WIDE)' . 
Conventional Construction - Generous Space 




2" x 4" 112 Common Short teat, dry 








3/8" GypsUm Wallboard vith recesaed 
.OSJ/srC edges 
Taping \olallboard Joints 
Painter 2.25/hro 
2501 Perforated Joint Tape & lS# 
4.75/pkg.T l:ag ot Joint Cement 
Base I.fouldiDg 
2.35/hr. Carpenter 
3/4" x 1 3/4" Basa - Ponderosa Pine .1ofLF!·t{l) 
Door Frame, Stopa & Tr1ni 
2.35/hr. Carpenter 
Door F~ and Stope- 2'8 x 618 
J/4" x 3/4" Backband Trim 
7.15/.FrameM 
.nsJtFT 
Doors - Hanging & Hardwre 
2.35/hr. Cat,-.>enter 
1amr Fagtor 
22 tO 28/teF 
51/2 to 7/J!IJF 
2· 2/3 to 3 1/2 hrs. 
/100 sr Mtl. Uaed 
4 to S 1/4 hrso 
/100 LF or Joint 
3 1/3 to 4 hr&o 
/100 LF 1&. Used 
1 1/2 to 2 hrao 
per Fram 
1 1/2 to 2 hrs./Door 
Door, Ponderosa Pine tlo. 1, 2 Panel 
2'8 x 6'S x 1 3/S 14.25/DoorC(l) 
Closet Door Latch 2.00/LatchT 
Bingos 31/2 x 31/2 D.B. .SO/proT . 
Closet Trim 
Carpenter . · 
1" x 12" #1 Co!!ltn.On Ponderosa Pin 
1n x J.,n #1 Common Pond~o Pine 
1 3/S•· round Closet Pole 
Clotheg Hooks - Brass 
Closet Pole Holders 
1/2 to 3/4 per 41 0 
Closet 





1.48 Net CLF 




DOUBLE CLOS~ (S10 WIDE) 
Tota1 
Hours or Labor Costa Subcontractor's Production Coat 
l.fa Lo Hi Material Coal Oyerh!fd & Prptit Lo Ji1 
3 Ys2 to 4 1/2 hrl. $ S.22 $10.57 $ 8.22 $10.57 
7 8 to 1 1/S bre. 1.49 1.91 1.49 1.91 
165 BF • 17.98 17.98 17.98 
8 l/2 to 11 1/4 hre. 19.97 26.44 19.97 26.44 
320 SF 16.U . 16.~ l6oJ.2 
6 to 7 3/4 hre~ 13.50 17.44 13.50 17.44 
4/ S pkg. 3.80 3.so 3.80 
1 to 1 1/S bra. 2.35 2.82 2.35 2.82 
30LF 3.00 3.00 3.00 
3 to 4 bra. 7.05 9.40 7.05 9.JJJ 
2F s 14.30 14.30 14.30 
68LF 7.82 7.82 7.82 
3 ;o 4 hre. 7.05 . 9.40 7.05 9.40 
2 Doors 28.50 28.50 28.50 
2 Latch 8 4.00 4.00 4.00 
3 pr. 2.40 2.40 2.40 
1 to 1. l/2 h.rs. 2.35 .3.52 2.35 3.52 
SBF 2.00 2.00 2.00 
4BF .96 .96 .96 
8LF 1.36 1.36 1.36 
8 pes. 1.20 1.20 1.20 
2 pr. .30 .30 .30 
DOUBLE CLOSBT {81 0 vliDE) 
!.fa teria.l or Net Un.i ts or 
W!ia ~-~~ la.tQr Fa.,p~r 
-
.l!J.tsr=!At Uni tJL.. 
spr.al t Tile - Floor 
0 2.35/br. Carpante~ 1.1 to 1.'"1 hrso .27 CSF 
9 r x 9n x 1/8" Grade "B" Asphal·t 
/100 SF Htl. U sad 
.12"SFTT Tile Asphal·t; Tile Cam.ont 1.65 gal. 
Painting - Walls & Ceiling 
2.25/br. 0.7 to 1932/100 SF 2.56 CSF Painter 
.24/lb.s 
.ru•ea Cover d 
Primer (1 eoa t) 
Casein Paint (1 coat) 2.98/gal.c 
Doors 
Painter 2.25/bro .70 to lol hra./Door · 2 Doors 
Primer (1 coat) .24/lb.sc 
Casein Paint (1 coat) 2.9S/gal.. 
Source of 119.tar:1al Costs 
T T"nompson Lunbel~ Co. 
C Cc·u.rr:S· ·uet on - Jamw.r-.f 1951, U. S. Deparvment ot Labo - ps.ge 36 & 37, Chi\!~ . o dealer 
· to eont actor prices. 
(1) Door 2~ 6 x 6' 3 x l 3/S $13.57 - add 5% for 2' S wid·f#ho 
!4 ,. Horgan price Februa17 1951, see catalog 950 .. 
(1) L - 1286 apron is used tor bas • 
S • Sa .. dvJ~ll' s Paint Store. 
Total 
Hours or Subcontractor'• Production Coat 
Material Qu!antitx Qurhead & PJ:otit Lo Hi 
1/3 to 1/2 hre. ~ .7S c 1.17 10% ~' .86 $ 1.29 
"' 
tj 
27 SF ~; 3.37 Note• Generiil. 3.37 3.37 
1/4 gal. .41 . Overhead & Protit .a. .a 
Included In 
Material Cost 
1 3/4 to 3 1/3 bra. 3.94 7.50 4(11, to 5~ 5.52 11.62 
3 %4lb. .90 3($ to 4(11, 1.17 lo26 3 s gal. 1.12 3"" to 4rJI, 1.47 1.5'7 
1 1/2 to 2 1/5 hrs. 3.38 ~95 4(11, to ;"' 4.73 7.62 
3 lb. .12 ~to4(1/, .95 1.01 
.3 gal. .89 30%to~ 1.16 1.25 
TO'l'AL ~.S9 t93.21 Olli.J.4 $185.66 $214.94 
TRIPLE CLCSft (12'0 WIDE) 
Cotmmtlosl Construction - Generous Space · 






2" X 4 tt /12 ConDon Short J ch7 .JJ1:J/fFJ 
Wallboard- Walle & Ceiling 
2.35/.br. carpenter 
3/8" Gypsum Wallboa!d vith recessed 
edg II .oS]./sPC 
Taping Wallboa.l'd Joints 
2.25/br. Painter 
2501 Perf'omted loint Tape & lSIJ 
4.7,/plrg.T bag ot Joint Cement 
Base Mouldhtg 
2.35/.br. Carpenter 
3/4" x 1 3/4• Base- Ponderoaa Pine .10/f.FM(l) 
Door Fmme, Stops & Trim 
2.35/.br. Ca1epenter 
Door Frame and Stopa- 2 18 x 6•8 
3/4 X '3/4" Backband Trim 
7.151!r:JpJA. 
.nsft.F 
Doors - Hanging & Ba.rdwre 
2.35/.br. Carpanwr 
22to2S/MBF 
51/2 to 7/WJF 
2 2/3 to 3 1/2 bra. 
/100 SP MtJ.. Us 4 
4 to 51/4 hn. 
· /100 LF ot Joint 
3 1/3 to 4 hrs • . 
/100 LF Mtl. Use4 
1 1/2 to 2 h:re. 
per Frame 
1 l/2 to 2 hre./Door 
Door, Ponderosa Pine No. 1, 2 Panel · C(l) 
2"S x 6'S:: l 3/8 14.25/Poor 
Closet Door latch 2.oOft,atchT 
Hinge ~ 1/2 x 3 l/2 D.B. .sei/pr.T 
Closet Trim 
Carpenter 
l" · X 12 /11 Common Pondero Pine 
l" x 4• #l Common PonderoSl Pine 
1 3/S• round Closet Pole 
Cloth a Hooks - Brass 
Cloeet Pole Holders 
l/2 to 3/4 per 410 
Clo-' 





TRIPLE CLCEET (1290 WIDE) 
Total 
Hours or Labor Costs Subcontractor• a Production Cost 
terial Quantitx Lo lJ1 Material Coat Oyerhea.d & Profit Lo Hi 
5 3/4 to 7 1/4 hre. $13.51 $17.04 ~13.51 $17.04 
1 1/2 to 1 3/ 4 hrs. 2.55 2.97 2.55 2o97 
261 BF $28.45 28.45 28o45 
11 3/4 to 15 1/2 hre. 27.61 .36o~ ?:1.61. 36.42 
! 36 SF 22o24 22.24 22o24 
12 1/4 to 16 hra. 2'7.56 36.00 27.56 36.00 
1 1/5 pkg. 5.70 5.70 5.70 
2 1/8 to 2 l/2 hreo 4.99 5.87 4.99 5oS? 
64!2 6.40 6.40 .40 
4 1/2 to 6 bra. 10.5'7 U\)10 10.57 14.10 
3 Fre.me 21.45 21.45 21.45 
102 LF 11.73 11.73 11.73 
4 1/2 to 6 hre. 10.57 14.10 10.57 14.10 
3Doo 1.2.15 42.'15 42 75 
3 Latches 6.oo 6.oo 6.oo 
4 1/2 pr. 3.60 3.60 .360 
1 1/2 to 2 1/4 hre. 3.52 5.29 3.52 5.29 
12 BF 3.00 3.00 3.00 
6BF 1.44 144 144 
12IF 2o04 2.04 2e0/._ 
12 peso J...,SO 1 .. 80 lo80 
3 pro o45 . 45 45 
TRIPLE CLOSET (12'0 HIDE) 
l-faterial or rtot Units or 
Wan Rate l§bor llctar l11H~IJ Uras 
Aapbal t Tlle - Floor 
Carpenter ~ 2.35/br. 1.1 to 1.7 bra. .JtJ csr 
9" X 9" X 1/S• Grade "B" Asphalt /100 SF Mtl. Used 
.12XS'TT Tile Asphalt Tile Cement 1.65 pl. 
PaintiDg- liLlls e: Ce111ng 
2.25/br. O. 7 to 1.32/100 SF Painter 4.04 CSF 
Area Covered 
Primer (1 coat) .~b.sc 
Casein Paint {1 coat) 2.98/gal. 
Doors 
Painter 2.25/br. .70 to 1.1 hrs./Door 3.00 CSF 
Primer ( 1 coat) .~b.sc 
C sein Pain.t { l. coat,.) 2.98/gal. 
\ 
Sourca ot 1.-terial Costs 
T • Thompson Lumber Co. 
C = Construction - J'anua17 1951, U. S. Dopartment of Labor - page 36 & 1'1, Chicago dealer 
to contractor prices. 
(1) Door 216 x 618 x 1 3/S • 013.57- add ~ tor 218 width. 
M • Morgan price Februar3" 1951, see catalog 950o 
(1) L - 1286 apron is used tor base. 
S • Sandwe11 1 e Paint Store. 
TRIPLE CLCSE! (12'0 WIDB) 
Total 
!bin or Subcontactor' a Produotion Cost 
""+rl'' 9""'4t« Qm4a•4 Is Prpfi\ Lp Hi 
1/2 to 2/3 hn. 8 1.17 0 1.5? 1~ $ 1.29 $. 1.73 
/IJSP • ,.oo Bote a Qe.oaa1 5.00 5.00 
1/2 pl. .82 W&Prot1t .82 .82 
Inoludecl In 
Ma.ter.tal Cost 
2 3/4 to 51/, m.. 6.19 12.00 4f11, to 55% 8.67 18.60 
6if,21b. 1.56 3~ to 4f11, 2.03 2.18 
3 gal. 1.99 30% to JPI, 2.S9 2.79 
2 to 3 l/3 brs. 4.50 7.50 4f11, ~ 5~ 6.30 11.62 
4;:;,.2 lb. l.OS 3~ to 4CJI, 1.40 1.51 
2 gal. 1.49 30% to JJ$ 1.94 2.09 
TOTAL Gll2. 74 $152.S6 $168.99 $28'1.9'1 $335.18 
CWJ!:r END WALL (3'0 WIDE) 
Cormtnticm&l ConetNot1cm - Oenerou.e Space 
Bear1Ds Partit.iOD 
Partition F~ 
0 2.35/'!rz. Carpenter 
1.70/hr. Laborf!lr 
2" x 4• 112 Common Short Lear, ch7 
Wallboard - Walls & Cep.ing 
Carpenter 
3/8" Oypsma Wallboard with reoesssd 
edge a 
TapirJg Wallboard Joints 
Painter 
250' Perforated Joint Tape & 18/1 
beg or Joint Cement 
Base MouldiDg 
Carpenter 
3/4· x 1 3/4" Base- Ponderosa Pine 
Painting 
Pain 
Pri:rne1• (1 coat) 
Casein Pa.int (1 coat) 
S urea of Material Cost• 











22 to 28/lB 
5 1/2 to 7 /MBr 
2 2/.3 to 3 1/2 bra. /iOO SF Mtl. Used 
4 to 5 1/4 bra. 
/100 LF ot Joint 
3 1/3 to 4 hrs. 
/100 LF Mtl. Used 








C • Consti'UCtion- Janua.17 1951, u. s. Department ot Labor- page 36 & 37• Chicago dealer 
to contractor prices. 
M - Morgan price February' 1951, a catalog 950o L - 1286 apron ia used tor ba • 
S • Sandwel.l' s Paint store 
CLOS:.T END WALL (3' 0 WIDE) 
Total 
Hours or Labor Coste Subcontractor's Production Cost 
.MateriaJ. Qpp.nt1 tx: ..J~o Hi Mater:lal coo OyerJtead & Profit Lo !IL_ 
2/3 to 7/S hrs. $ 1.57 $ 2.06 $ lo57 ~ 2.06 
1/6 to 1/5 hrs. .2S (1.34 .28 .34 
34 BF $ 3.71 3.71 3.71 
1 3/4 to 2 1/4 hrs. 4.11 5.29 4.11 5.29 
64SF 3.26 .3.26 3.26 
1 to 1 1/3. bl•s,_ 2.25 .3o00 2.25 3.00 
l/7 pkg. o6S .68 o68 
l/5 to 1/4 hrs. .4? .59 .47 o59 
7LF .'70 .70 o'70 
1/3 to 2/3 hrs. .'I; 1.50 JJJ1, to 55% 1.05 2.32 
.3/4 lb. .lS j{1,t to 4r$ o23 .25 
.o7 gal. .21 .3~ to 4f1l, .27 .29 
TOTAL $ 9.43 $12.78 $ 8.74 ()18.58 $22.49 
ADDITIONAL 9" DEPTH OF CLOSE'!' (4' 0 WlDE - 89 0 HIGH) 
Floor, Side Walla and Ce111nge 
Fmi. h Hate ia s on ad.di tional 9" 




2 x 4" /12 Common Yellow Pine 
allboaTd - Wall & Coiling 
Carpen ~ 
3/S Gypsum 'Wallboard 
Base Moulding 
C rpenter 
3/41t x 1 3/4" Ba Ponderosa Pine 
1/S G de "B Asphalt 









22 to 2SM8F 
5 l/2 to 7 /JtiBF 
2 2/3. to 3 1/2 hrs 
/100 SF Mtl. Used 
2.35/br o 3 J/3. to 4 hra. 





lel to lo '7 h ' o 
/lOO SF M·tJ. Used 
Oo 7 to 1. 32/100 SF 
Area Covered 








ADDITIONAL 9" DEPTH OF CLCSET (4 1 0 \-IIDE - 81 0 HIGH) 
Labor Costa 
.La Hi 
i/,6 to 1/5 hr. 139 $ 
·'' 0 to i/20 hr. .06 .09 
i 
7BF $ .76 
4/10 to l/2 hr .94 1.17 
I 
j 
15 SF ?6 
.. 
. , 
l/24 to l/20 hr. .10 .12 
11/3 Lr .13 
1/30 t o 1/18 hro .08 .13 
3 1/'J SF .A2 
.03 .05 
1/10 to 1/6 hr. .22 .38 AC1I> to 5~ 
1/5 lb. .05 30% to 4r$ 
.02 gal. .06 3a£ to IP1> 




$ .39 o47 
.o6 ·o09 
.76 .76 
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SFCTIOR I- B 
Compl Closets - Conventional Construction 
vith Non,.aBearing Partiticms and M.1.nimnm Space 
/ 
s· .1.8 CLOSET (49 0 WIDE) 
Conventional Construction - Open Front 
(2'4 outside to outeide depth- s•o ceillng height) 
w1 th N'on-Baaring Parti tiona 
Material or 
Walle BIH ~bor J:lctor 
Partition FramiDg 
e 2.35/Jlr. 22 to 28/M!Ir Carpenter .04 MBF 
Laborer 1.70/hr. 5 1/2 to 7/WJF .04 MBF 
2 x 4• /12 Common Short Leat t dz7 .1~~ 
Wallboard- Walle & Ceil'!ng 
Carpenter 2.3'Jft#. 2 2/3 to 3 l/2 hn. .74 CSF 
3/S" G7p8Wil Wallboard with reoea 
/100 SF Mtl. U d 
d 
.o51/Sf" edg 
Taping Wallboard Joints 
2.25/br. 4 to 5 1/4 hrs. Painter .48 CLF /100 D' ot Joint 
2501 Pertoated J'oint Tape & lS/1 
4.75/pkg.T bag ot Joint Cement 
Base Mouldiftg 
2.35/hr. 3 1/3 to 4 bra. Carpenter .16 CLF 
3/4• x 1 3/4• Ba e - Pondero ~lofi;rM(l) /100 U Mtl. Used Pine 
Closet Trim 
Carpenter 2.35/hr. 1/2 to 3/4 per 4'0 1 Closet 
.25/SFi 
Close\ 
1" x 12• Ill Common Ponderoa Pine 
1" x 4 #1 Common Ponderosa Pine ·~ 1 3/S• round Closet Pole .17 T 
Closet Pole Holders 
.15/pr. 
Asphalt TU -Floor 
2.35/br. Carpenter 1.1 to 1.7 bra. .14 CSF 
9• X 9• X 1/S• Grade "B" Asphalt 
/100 SF Mtl. Used 
.l2%SF'rT Til Aspbal t TUe Cement 1.65 gal. 
Paint1Dg - Walls & Ce111Dg 
Painter 2.25/br. 0.7 to 1.32/100 SF .81 csr 
.24').b.s Area Covered Primer (1 coat) 
Casein Paint ( 1 coat) 2.9S/pl.c 
So ot teria1 Costa 
T • Thompson Lumber Co. 
c • Construction- .Tanua17 1951, u. s. Department o~ Labor- pap 36 & '37, Chioaso dealer 
to contractor prices. · 
M. Morgan price Pe1Jruar.r 1951, catalog 950. 
(1) L- 1286 api'OD 18 uaed ~or l:aae. 
S. Sandval11a Paint Store. 
SDIGLE CLCSET (410 WD>E) 
Total 
Hours or Labor Coats Subcontractor's Production Cost 
!.fa Lo Hi Oyerhead & Profit L ll1 
5/6 to 1 i/.6 hr 0 $ 1.96 $ 2.74 $ 1.96 ~ 2 7 
l/5 to 4 bra. .34 .42 .34 42 
39BF $ 4.2~ 4.25 4 25 
2 to 2 l/2 hre. 4.70 5.87 4.70 587 
74SF 3.77 3.71 3.71 
2 to 2 l/2 bra. 4.50 5.62 4.50 5 62 
l/4pkg. 1.19 1.19 1.19 
l/2 to 2/3 bra. 1.17 1 •. 5'7 1.17 1.57 
16 LF 1.60 1.60 160 
l/2 to '3/ 4 bra. 1.17 1.76 1.1'7 1.76 
4BF 1.00 1.00 1.00 
2BF .48 .AS .48 
412 .68 .6S .68 
1 pr. .15 .15 .15 
1/6 to l/4 hn. .39 .59 1~ .43 .65 
14SI' 1.'75 Note a General 1.75 lo75 
1/8 pl. .21 Overhead & Proti t .21 .21 
Included In . 
Mater1al Coat 
1/2 to 1 hn. 1.12 2.25 1.(:$ to 5~ 1.57 3.49 
1 1/2 lb. .36 -to 4r$ .47 .50 
.12 gal. .36 ~to~.,($ .47 .so 
TO'UL .Cl5.'35 C20.82 $15.80 $31.86 $38.20 
DOUBLE C ET (8 0 HIDE) 
Conventio Co truction - Open Front 
(214 outsid to out ide depth - s•o ceiling height) 




2" x 411 #2 Common Short Leaf', dr.r 
8llboard - a:tle & Calling 
Carpen 
Taping Wall :rd Join: 
Painter 
2501 Pertomted Joint Tape & lS# 
ot Joint Cement 
Base l.foula!Dg 
Carpenter 







22 to 28/MBF 
5 l/2 to 7 /tiJBF 
2 2/3 to 3 1/2 hr • 
/100 SF Mtl. Used 
4 to 5 1/4 bra. 
/100 LF ot Joint 
2.35/hr. 3 1/3 to 4 bra. 
3/4" x 1 3/4" Base - Ponderosa Pine 




1" x 12" #1 C n Pondero Pine 
1" x 4• #1 Common Ponderosa Pine 
1 3/S• round Clo et Pole 
Clo et Pole Hold rs 
sphalt Til -Floor 
Ca n: 
9" x 9" 1/S" G a WB" A~halt 
Til 
Asphalt TUe C nt 
Painting -Walle & Ce 
Painter 
Primer (1 coat) 





1/2 to 3/4 per 410 
Closet 
1.1 to 1.7 hrllo 
/100 SF Mtl. Used 










Source ot ter1al Costs 
T • 'l'hompeon lAJmber Co. 
C • Construction- JanuaJ7 1951, u. s. Department ot Labor- page 36 & 37, Chicago dealer 
to contractor prices. 
M Morgan price Fe'brua17 1951, ee catalog 950. 
(1) L- 1286 apron is u tar ba • 
s ' s 
DOUBLE CLOSET (8 10 WIDE) 
Total 
Labor Costs Production Cos 
Lo Hi L Hi 
2 to 2 1/2 hr 0 $ 4.70 $ 5.87 $ 4.70 $ 5.8?' 
1/2 to 2/3 hrs. .85 1~1.3 .s; l 13 
86BF $ 9.3? 9.37 9o37 
5 3/4 to 7 2/3 0 13.51 18.02 13.51 18.02 
219SF 11.17 11.17 11.17 
4 1/5 to 5 l/2 hrao 10.12 12.37 10.12 12.37 
3/5 plcg. 2.85 2.85 2.85 
1 to 1 1/5 hra. 2.35 2.~2 2.35 2.82 
30 II' 3.00 3.00 3.00 (_ 
1 to 1 l/2 bra. 2.35 3.52 2.35 3.52 
SBF 2.00 2.00 2.00 
4BF .96 .96 .96 StF 1.36 1.36 1.:36 
2 pr. .30 .30 .30 
1/3 to l/2 bra. o?S l-1'1 1~ .86 1.29 
~SF 3.3'1 Note a Qeneml. 3.37 3.37 1/4 gal. .41 Overhead & Prot1t .41 .41 
Included In 
l·faterlal Coat 
1 1/3 to 2 l/2 h:rs. 3.00 5.62 ~to 5~ 4.20 S.'11 
3 lb. 
."12 ~to~ .94 1.01 
.30 gal. 
.89 30%to~ 1.16 1.25 
TOTAL $3'7.66 &50.52 036.40 $75.83 $90.78 
artition 
Cai-penter $ 2.35/hr. 28/!.mF 13 MBF 
La. 1.70/hr. 51/2 7/HBF 13¥N 
2 X 4• /12 C n Short Lear, dry .109tr 
T llboard- W 
Carp r 2.35/hr. 2 ~3 to 3 1/2 bra. 





2.25/hr. 4 to 5 l/4 bra. 1.54 CSF' 
/100 LF ot Joint 
&18# 
4.75/pkg.T 
2.35/hro 3 1/3 to 4 bra. .44 CLF 
3/4" 1 3/4• Ba .1o;uM<1> 
/100 IE Mtl. Us 
Pine 
Clo Trim 








Aop t Til. -Floor 
C rpen r 2.35/hr. 1.1 to 1.? bra. .IIJ CSF 
/100 SF Mtl. Used 
9" X 9" X 1/8" G de "B" Asphalt 
.uxsFTr TU 
Asph&l. t TUe C n.t 1.65 1. 
Painting - Walla & C lling 
2.25/hr. 0.7 to lo32/100 SF Painter 3.11 CSF 
.21/lb.sc 
c d 
Primer (1 coat) 
Casein Paint (1 t) 2.98/pl. 
Source ot ter1al Costs 
T • Thomp on Lumber Co. 
C • Construction- Janu.ar.r 1951, u. s. D rtment ot Labor- pag 36 & 37, Chicago d er 
to contractor prices. 
M • Morgan price February 1951, ee talog 950. 
(1) L - l2S6 apron ie u for ee. 
S Sand 11 t Paint Store. 
TRIPLE CLOSET (12U 0 WIDE) 
Total 
Hours or Labor Coste Subcontractor' a Production Cost 
Material Quantitx Lo !ij. Mat.iri•l Cost Overhead & Profit Lo Hi 
2 7/8 to 3 2/3 hrs. ~ 6.76 $ 8.62 $ 6.76 $ 8.62 
.3/4 to 1 hr. 1.27 1.70 1.27 1.70 
1.33 BF eu.so 14.50 14.50 
9 1/4 to 12 1/6 hrs. 21.74 28.59 21.74 28.59 
.348 SF 17.75 17.75 17.75 
6 1/6 to 8 hrs. 13.87 18.00 13.S7 18.00 
4/5 pkg. 3.80 .3.80 3.80 
1 1/2 to 1 3/4 hrs. 3.52 4oll 3.52 4.11 
44LF 4.40 4.40 1 ... 40 
1 1/2 to 2 1/4 hrs. 3.52 5.29 3.52 5.29 
l2 BF 3.00 3.00 .3.00 
6BF 1.44 l.M. 1.1.4 
12 LF 2.04 2.04 2.04 
3 pr. .45 .45 .45 
1/2 to 2/3 bra. 1.17 1.57 1~ 1.29 1.73 
40SF 5.00 lfotea General 5.00 s.oo 
1/2 gal. .82 Overhead & Profit .S2 .82 
Included In 
Material Coat 
2 1/6 to 4 l./10 hrs. 4.88 9.22 II$ to 55% 6.83 14.2!1 
4 2/3 lb. 1.12 ~toll$ 1.~ 1.57 
i/2 gal. 1.49 
'"" to 4($, 1.94 2.09 
TOTAL CS6.73 071.10 $55.81 $115.40 $139.19 
CLOSE'T E:·ID t·IALL ( 2 t 4 UIDE) 
Conventional Construction - Non-Bearing Partition 
Material or 
w11e nau Labor l!ctoE 
Partit on Framiug 
$ 2.35/br. 22 to 28/riJBF Carpenter 
Laborer 1.70/hr. 5 1/2 to 7/MBF 
2• x 4" 62 Counon Sb.ort L I drr .109/BFC 
wallboard - Walls & CeUing 
2.35/hr. 2 ~3 to 3 1/2 hrs. Carpenter 
3/8" Gypsum Wallboard with recessed 
/iOO SF Mtl. Used 
.051/SFC edge 
Taping Wallboard Joint 
2.25/hr. Painter 4 to 5 1/4 hre. 
/100 LF of Joint 
250' Pertorated Joint Tape & 18# 
4.75/pkg.T bag or Joint Cement 
se Moulding 
2.35/hr. 3 1/3 to 4 hrB. Carpen: 
3/4" X 1 3/4" .1ofi.Fl4 /100 LF 1-ftl. Used e Pondoro Pine 
Painting 
Painter 2.25/hr. O. 7 to 1.32/100 SF 
A Covered 
Primer (1 c t) .~lb.sc 
Casein Paint (1 c~ t) 2.98/gal. 
Source ot Material Coate 
T. Thompson Lumber Co, 








C • Construction- Janua.JT 1951, u. s. Department ot lAbor- page 36 & 3'11 Chicago dealer 
to contftctor prices. 
M • Morgan price February 1951, eee catal.og 950. L - 1286 apron :le used tar laee. 
s • Sandwell'a Paint store. 
CLOSET END WAil, (214 WIDE) 
Total 
Hou.rs or Labor Coste Subcontractor's Production Cost 
Material Quantitx Lo Hi · Materia]. Coet Overhead & Profit Lo Hi_ 
. 1/5 to ifi.4 hrs. e .47 c .59 $ o47 $ o59 
1/20 to 5 bra. .os .12 .os .12 
10 BF $1.09 1.09 lc,09 
1 1/8 to 1 1/2 bra. 2.64 3.52 2.64 3.c52 
42SF 2.14 2.14 2e~l4 
1 to 1 1/"J bra. 2.25 :3.00 2.25 3.00 
l/8 ·pkg. .59 .59 .59 
1/5 to l/4 bra. .47 .59 .47 .59 
6LF .60 .60 .60 
1/4 to 1/2. hr. .56 1.12 4r$ to 5~ .78 lo74 
1/2 lb. .12 3~ to 4r$ .16 .17 
.06 gal. .18 3~ to 4~ .23 .25 


























Lumber D lere Closet Unita 
Conventional Construction - Mint.um Space - Non-Bearing Partitions 






- 4'-0" -- --- -4 
SINGLE CLOSET 














--J ... _ -
- ,-
~ I "l l 
- ~ 8'-0" 
DOUBLE CLOSET 
12 t .0'' ----- -
TRIPLE CLOSET 
























Conventional Construction versus Closet \.,all Construction 








SOUBCE OF l.fAmUAL COSTS 
(WRC) D(IIX)nS'tl'ation llouse costs. 
These p:t. 
L - l2S6 apron is used fm.• 
Thompson I.tmtiber c~. 
Sanduell' s 1\dnt St..o o 
0 
Con tru.crliion - JantlSZY 19Sl, Uo So DGp -
36 nd 37, Chimao GQJ.ar to con:-r..~L!IY'L'~ ~~o~~" 
Estirm:n.·ood sto 
2 WALL CLOSET (4GO WIDE) 
Dam.onstration Houses (LURC) ·- Job Built 
'2'0 Dapth - · S10 Ceil~g Height) 
I'A..atorial or 
.. _vlye Rate 
Front Wall Door Frame 
Carpanter 
laborer 
1/2 x 2~ Select Pondero . Pine 




3/4rt Fir Plywood- Grade A-D 
1" x 4n Ill Ccmrmon Portdorosa Pine 
3/4" x 1 3/4 Baae - Ponderosa Pins 
3/4" x 3/4 Cove - Ponderosa Pine. 
Closet Shelves & Rod 
Carpenter 
1° x 1211 #1 Corrmon Ponderosa Pine 
(She~f) 
1" x 4" Ill Common Ponderosa Pine 
1 3/S51 round Closet Pole 
3/4" Fix• Plywood - Gl-ade A.J> 
Making 4 Flush Doors 
Cs.roan ;er 
LabOrer 
1/4" Birch Plyt:.~od -Grade A-D 
1/4" Fir Pl;y'\rood - Grade A.D 
l n X 4 t; Select Ponderosa Pine 







Primer (1 coat) 









Labor Faatox: •. 
.7 to 1.1 hrs/100 SF 
Area Covered 
~iet Units or 
Material Un;IA ts . 
3.9 CSF 
2 WALL CLOSET (4 0 WIDE) 
Total 
Hours or Labor Costs Subcontmctor1s Production Coat 
.. khj.er).a.J, Qu£mtitv Lo Hi J1L.tqrl,§l C~.Jl.i .9Y.fl!il2!L~ .. Pmf..!1 Lo UL 
5 Xi to 5 3/S hrs. ~12.34 ~12.63 $12o34 $12o63 
11 to 0 hr • 1~17 1.17 
SBF $ 2e25 2.25 2(;25 
6.5 BF 1.62 1.62 1.62 
1 1/2 to 2 hrs. 3.52 4.70 3.52 4.70 
1/4 to 0 hrs. .A2 .• 42 
16 SF 7.20 7.20 7.20 
)BF e75 .75 .'15 
' ; II' .;o .50 .50 
16 LF .so .so c. SO 
2/3 'to 1 hro 1.5'7 2.35 1.57 2.35 
4BF 1.oo 1.00 1.00 
5 1/3 BF 1.28 1.28 1.28 
4LF .6S .6S Q6S 
SSF 3.60 3o60 .3o60 
6 1/4 to 9 5/8 hr 0 14.89 22.62 14.89 22.62 
2 to 5 ?/8 hrs. 3.40 9~99 3.40 9.99" 
32 SF 14.40 14.40 l4.40 
32 SF 7.04 7~04 7.04 
21BF 7.98 7.98 7.98 
2 to 3 hrB. 4.70 7.05 4.70 7 05 
S J)CSG 2.00 2.00 2.00 
16 ~I 4.00 4.00 4.00 
16 LF 2.40 2.40 2Q40 
2 'J/4 to 4 1/4 bra. 6.19 9.56 4r$ to 5~ 8.67 14.82 
5 3/4 lbe. 1.38 3~ to 4(1'/, 1.79 1"9.3 
.6 gal. 1.79 3~ to 4(11, 2.33 2o51 
TOTAL $48.20 $68.90 $60.67 $112.30 $136~10 
2 WALL CLOSET (~. 0 \~IDE) 
Conventional Conat~~ction - No~D ring Partitions 
(2tQ Deep - 8'0 Cej~ing Haight) 
labor Costs 
&9 w. lilaterial cz 
Closet Front - Including 
Partition Framing 
Wallboard on 2 \\falls 
Taping Wallboard Joints 
Base l.foulding 
Door, Frnm , Stop & Trim 
Painting - 2 Coats $18.9S $24.88 $37.SO 





Closet Poj·,e lo17 lo76 2o91 
TOTAL $26,62 $351)58 $45·"3 
Total 






Total Production Cost inCludes the following Subcontractorts Overhead & Profit: 
* Lo - $1~ 18 - - - - - Ri - $20 1910 
.. Lo- $ .31----- 111- $ .74. 
d 
k- Pos and 
r Ha.nging and H:!t.'t'!~ 
Carpon sr 
Flu h Hollow Cora Birch Doors 
1 3/8 118 X 716 
1 3/8 X 216 X 7'6 
Clo e Door La ch 
Hinge 
int - W llo, Calling and Doors 
Paint 
Shellac (1 coat) 
Va1*nish (1 t) 








1 1/2 to 2 llr :/Door 
.7 to 1.1 hrs., 
/100 SF Mtl. U 
5 Doo 
98Ct? 
STORAGE WALL (120 4 vliDE) 
Total 
due on Cost 
Lo H 
12 16 1/4 m o $28 0 ·$38.19 ''28. 0 <")8.1 
2 3/1..:.- 4 5/S 0 4.67 7.86 4 67 7 S6 
10? SF $ 5 99 5o 599 
25 16.2 16 25 
31 LF 7.7; 7.75 
61 LF 21 35 . 35 
30 LF 2o~ 240 
15 LF 2.25 ;....25 
30 BF 7.20 7 "'I 20 
16 I 3.84 3 3 8 
16 lo74 l 7t 1.74 
7 1·.85 1. s , 5 
9t' 43.20 43 2 3 20 
7 1/2 0 • 17.62 23.50 23 0 
2 Doo AS.oo 48 00 
3 Doo 7S.oo 78.00 
5 '1A. 10 00 lOcOO 
7 /2 p • 6.oo 6.0 
6 3/4 to 10 3/4 hr • 15.19 24.19 /J$ to 55% 21.27 37.49 
2 1/2 gal. 10.00 3Cffo to 4C$ 13.00 14.00 
2 1/2 gal. 12.32 3CIJ, to 4(1J, 16.02 17.25 

















SOURCE OF ImERIAL COSTS 
Robeaonos Departmant Store 
Thompson Lumber Co~ 
Price qaotad tor Mengel Closet Pronto Peaoo Closet Frcnt 
delivered coat vou1d bo $44o00. 
Constrllction- JanuA17 1951, u. S._ Depe.rt.ment of labor- peg 
36 and 37, Chicago dealer to contractOr prices. 
Door 206 x 618 x 1 3/S a $13.5'1- add 'JI> for 2ns l:!id ... o 
Morgan price Febraarr 1951 - soe catalog 950. 
L - 12S6 apron ie used tor l:&.seo 
Sa.ndwJ.111 s Paint Store 
Estimted cost 
Harris Broso Coo, Chioa.go, IJJjnois (Jllrch 1950 price plus l~) 
IIetler Lumber Co., Chicago, Illinois 
Black & Campa.tJT lhrdware 
Montgomery Rooting & Insulation Co., Springfield, Il]1noia (1950 
price plus laib) 
Uo s. SJ.ir11ne Door Coo, l~st·7 York, H<7.r York 
F Ul , 45" 
lla; i 
H ~P r 
) 
Monk 
Po rtf ) 
Curta 
Bamboo C 1 tchstick 
iz - double :fullne 
Po er Rod {ceiling type) 
C in Slides 
$ 0 R 
o98/LYR 
0/150 Sho R 
1 50/ n 







1/:J ./ 1 p. 
2 Lang 
L 
1/3 ./ e 1 
1/3 hr./ 0 1 • 
Hours or 
Ma1;orleJ. Quantity 












CLOSET FROtJT (4q0 HIDE - 8° 0 HIGH} 




. • 50 
Subcontractor s 






~fa terial Cost 
Pair Honks Cloth D:ra.pes 
$ 2.00 Included in 
Material Cost 
$ 8.94 









Pair Wonn Bamboo Curtains 
.. 





















CLOSET FRONT (410 \aliDE - S. 0 lliGH) 
Pair or sswod S on Fol~ ck Calling Track 
Installation 
Carpenter 
Basswood Screens -pair of 
clear lacquer finish, single 
coat, including overhead hangers, 
track, and anchor mouldings for 
attaching sides of screen to jamb 
ca ing or ~. 28.90/pr.T 
Extra Cost fo~ Colored Lacquer 
Finish 
Basswod Screens - pair ot 
colored lacquer finish, thrae 
coats, including overhead hangers, 
track, and anchor mouldings for 
attaching sides or creen to jamb 
casing or wall. 33o00/pr. T 
Allova.tic for Same Above 
Extra Cost or Colored Lacquer Finish 
1/2 to 1 hr/pr. 1 pr. 
CLOS:T FRO~ (41 0 UIDT~ - 8'0 HIGH) 
Labor Costs 
Lp Hi 
1/2 to 1 hr. 
TOTAL $ 1.18 $ 2.35 
Subcontractor's 
Overhead & Profit 
Total 
Produc · ion Cost 
Lo Hi 
28 .. 90 28e90 
$33.00 
CLOSET FRO!fr (41 0 l>l'IDE - 8~0 HIG11) 
Singl Hinaod Door in lilll -· Couwntionsl Construction 
\rl. 1 N iw ring P rti tio 
Perti tion Fratni.ng 
Carpent-er 
Labo 
2" x 4" #2 Yellow Pine 
$ 2 .. 35/Pr. 
1.70/hr. 
.1~/BFC 
Wallboard - Walls & Ceillng 
Carpenter 2.35/hro 
3/S" Gypr;um l~allboe.rd With recessed 
edge .051/SFC 
Taping l~allboard Joints 
Painter 2.25/hr. 
250' Porto-.ro.ted Joint Tape & lS# 
bag ot Joint Cement 4,_ 75/pkg o T 
22 to 28/l.mF 
5 1/2 to 7 /lliBF 
2 2/3 to 3 1/2 brso 
/100 SF l~ terial Used 
4 to 51/4 bre 
/100 LF ot Joint 
Ba a Houlding 
Cal"'penter 2.35/hro 3 l/3 to 4 hr • 
/I#-( 1 ' /100 LF liltl. Used 3/4" x 1 3/4 Ba e - Pond~rosa Pine 
Door Frs.m , Stop 8~ Trim 
10 j i 
• ! 
. Carp nter 
Door F end Stops - 2'8 x 61S 
3/4" x 3/4 Backbe.nd Trim 






-1/2 to 2 hre.;Frame 
1 1/2 to 2 bra.;boor 
Door, Pondero Pine Noo 1, 2 Panel · ~(l) 
218 x 6•s x 1 3/S 14.25/Door T 
Closet Door Latch 2.00~~ 
Hinges 3 1/2 x 3 1/2 D.B. .SO/pro 
Painting - lls 
Paint 
Primer ( 1 coat) 
Casein Paint ( 1 coat) 
Doors 
Painter 
Primer ( 1 coat) 
Casein Pa nt (1 e t) 
2.2!Sihr. 
.U/lb.80 ~ Or:t,/;:-:!.1 , 
o. 7 to 1.32/100 sr 
Area Cowred 









This estinate shovs the cost or a closet f'ron't vhen installed in the single 4 0 vide 
oPen front close • It combined \lith the double or triP-le cloeet~ ome of the materials 
vill no need and the cost will be approxin'!J.te~ 1)6.00 leas per closet ront. 
CLOSET FRONT (4'0 HIDE - 81 0 HIGH) 
Total 
Labor Costa Subcontractor's Production Cost 
Lo H1 Mateljal Cost Oyarbead & Profit If 
7/S to 1 1/S bra. $ 2.06 '~ 2~64 ~ 2.06 $ 2 64 
1/4 hr. .42 .J+J. .42 t/142. 
40 BF $ 4.36 4.:36 4.36 
1 1/5 to 1 1/2 hreo 2.82 3.52 2.82 3.52 
45 SF 2.29 2.29 2.29 
1 3/4 to 2 1/4 bra. 4.11 5.29 4.ll 5.29 
1/4pkg. 1.19 1.19 1.19 
1/6 br. .39 .39 .39 .39 
4LF .40 .40 .40 
1 1/2 to 2 bra. 3.52 4.70 3.52 4 70 
1 Frame ?.15 7.15 7.15 
34 LF 3.91 3.91 3o91 
1 1/2 o 2 bra. 3.52 4.70 3.52 4e70 
lDoor 14.25 14.25 14t~~25 
1 Latch 2.00 2.00 2.00 
1 1/2 pr. 1.20 1.20 1.20 
1/5 to l/3 hr. .45 .75 A/:$ to 55% .63 lol6 
1/2 lb. .12 30% to II$ .16 ol7 
.04 gal. .12 30% to 4r$ .16 .1? 
3/4 to 1 1/10 hro 1.69 2,4? JPI, to 55% 2 37 3.83 
11/2 lb. .36 3C1ib to II$ .47 .so 
.15 gal. .45 30% to 4\fP .58 .63 
TOTAL $1S.98 $24e88 $3'7.SO es7.96 $64.87 
CLOSET FRONT (4f 0 WIDE - 8 0 HIGH) 
Singl HiDged Door in Wall - Conventio 1 Construction 
vith Non-Bearing Partition 
Extl'a Cost tor Gum Dool'-
Natural Finish 
Door 
Flush IIollov Core CtUm 
218 X 61S X 1 '3/S" 
Painting - Door onl.7 
Painter 
Liquid Wax (2 coats) 
Total Cost ot Door and Finisbina 






Extra Cost ot Gum Flush Door with 2 coats ot Wax 
Extra Cost for Birch Dool'-
rtatural Finish 
Door 
Flush Hollow Core Birch 
2•s x 6•s x 1 3/S• 
PaintiDg - Door onl.7 
Painter 
Clear Brushing lacquer (2 coats) 
Liquid Wax (1 coat) · 
Total Cost ot Door and Painting 




ls.S2£ ~ gtor 
o 7 to lol brs./Door 
2 to 2lf hrs./Door 
Extra Cost ot Birch Flush Door vi th Clee.rt La:cquer Finish 
Net Units or 





.7 to lol hrso 
2/~ gal. 
l Door 
2 to 2 1/2 bra. 
l/2. gal. 
1/8 gal. 
CLOSST FRO~rT (41·0 WIDE - s•·o HIGH) 
Labor Costs 
Lo IIi 
0 4.50 5.62 
Subcontractor's 
MateJ1tl Cost Overhead & Ptof· t 
2.00 
15.60 
liJI, to '~ 
1.95 30%toliJI, 













CLOSET FRONT (4 t 0 \-IIDE - 8' 0 IIIGH) 
Singl Hinged Door in Wall - Conventional Construction 
vi th N'~n-Bearing Pa.rti tion 
Material or 
Wage Rate _.,La)?pr Factor 
Extra Coat tor 3/0 x 6/8 Pine Door 
Door 
Ponderosa Pine No. 1, 2 Panel -
3/0 x 6/S x 1 3/8 $ 16.95 ea.E 
Total Cost or Door 
Allowance for Same Above 
Ext%8 Cost for 3/C x 6/8 Pine Door 
Extra. Cost tor 3/0 x 6/S Gum Do~ 
Door 
Flush Hollow Coro Gum - 3/0 x 
6/S x 1 3/8 
Painting - Door oncyo 
Painter 
Liquid Wax ~2 Ccats} 
Total Cost or Door and Finishing 
Allowance tor Same Above 
2.25/hro .7 to 1.1 hrs./boor 
3.00/ga.J..E 
Extra Cost ot Gum Flush Hollow Core Door v7ith 2 coats of Wax. 
Extra Cost tor 3/0 x 6/S Birch Door 
Door 
Flush Hollov Core Birch - 3/0 x 
6/S. X 1 '3/S 
Pairiting - rloar ~ 
Painter 
Clear Brushing Lacquer (2 coats) 
Liquid Wax (1 coat) 
Total Cost ot Door and Finiabing 
Allowance tOr Same Above 




o 7 to 1.1 hrs. 
2/3 gal. 
1 Door 
2 to 2 1/2 hrs. 
1/2 gal. 
1/8 gal. 
CLOSET FRONT (410 WIDE- S'O HIGH) 
Labor Costs 
Lo Hi 
~t 1. 57 $ 2.47 
4.50 
Subcontractor• s 





4r$ to 5S% 
4r$ to 551 
3~ to 40io 

















t''. 27 96 ~\ '20.61 \f 0 V.J 
17.67 19.21 
CLOSET FRONT (41 0 \·IIDE - S10 HIGH) 




2" x 4" 112 Yollov Pine 
Wallboard 
Carponter 
1-h ter1al o:r 





22 to 28ft·&' 
5 1/2 to 7/l·mF 
. fff ·ot· ~. Uee.d }.~3 to 3 ih2 bra. 
3/8" Gypsum ~Iallboard t-r.l.th recessed ~051/SrC edges 
Taping \~allboard Joints 
2.25/hr. 4 to 5 1/4 bra. Painter /loa w ot ~itl. used 
250' Perforated Joint Tape and 1~~~1. 
4o75/pkg.T bld of Joint Cement 
Base Irloulding 
2.35/hr. 3 1/3 to 4 brs. Carpen~ 
3/4" x 1 'J/4" Base- Ponderosa Pine .lojLFM(1) 
/100 IE of Htl. Used 
Door Frame, Stops and Trim 
2.35/hr. 11/2 to 2 hrs;Frama Carpenter 
Door F ame and stops - 3/4 x 7 /ll 
3/4" X 3/4" Be.ckband Trim 
S.70/Fre:pje'l 
.115/LF 
Doora - llanging and Hard\are 
2.35/hr. 1 1/2 to 2 hrs./Door Carpenter 
Door, Flush Hollow Core Birch - 3o.oo;eoorHE 3/4 X 7/ll X 1 '3/S 
Closet~ Door Latch 2.00 ~T 
Uingoa 3 1/2 x 3 1/2 D.B. .SO/pr. 
Painting - Door . Frame and Trim 
2.25/hr. • 7 to 1.32/100 SF Painter 
.24/lb.50 
Area Covered 
Power Primer (1 coat) 
Casein Paint (1 coat) 2.98/gal. 
Doors 
Painter 2.25/hr. • 7 to 1. 32/100 SF 
Liquid Wax (2 coats) 3.00/gaJ..E 
Area Covered 
Not ·uni~s or 










This is a special ballt door and the price is the same whether tiniahed vith g.:w or birch., 
CLOSET FROilT (4~0 HIDE - sno BIGII) 
Total 
Hours or labor Costs Subcontractor's Prodt.tction Cost 
lil.'te1111 Qganti1Ly_ Lo Hi ~~coG .~d&~nt Lo H~ 
Y,f to 1 hr. $ 1.76 $ 2.:35 $ 1.76 ~ 2.35 
1 to 1/4 hr. .34 .42 .34 o42 
35 BF C 3.Sl 3.81 3.81 
l/5 to 1/4 bro .47 .59 .47 .59 
7SF 
.36 .36 .36 
1 to 1 1/4 hrs~; 2.35 2.81 2.35 2.8~ 
1/lOpkg. 
.47 .47 .47 
1/20 hr. .12 ;.12 .12 .12 
11/2 LF .1; .15 .15 
1 l/2 to 2 bra. 3.52 4o70 3.52 4.70 
1 Frame s.?o a.7o 8.70 
36 IF 4.14 ~,.1.4 4ol4 
1 l/2 to 2 hrs. 3.52 4.70 3.52 4.70 
1 Door 30.00 30.00 .30.00 
1 latch 2~00 2.00 2.00 
1 1/2 pr. 1.20 1.20 1.20 
1/6 to 1/4 hr. .37 .56 1,1$ to 55% .52 .87 
.3 lbe 
.07 3D% to IPfo .09 .10 
.03 gal. 
.09 30% to 111/> .12 .13 
7/8 to 1 1/2 hrs. 1.97 3.37 4r$ to 55% 2.76 5.22 
1/3 gal. 1.00 30% to 4~ 1.~o 1.40 
TOTAL $14.~ 019.62 $51.99 $67.70 $74.24 
CLOSET FROUT (4'0 \-1IDE - 8'0 HIGII) 
Extra Large Single Hinged Door in Wall- Conwntional Construction 
Extra Cost for Birch Door -
Natural Finish 
Painting - Door only 
Painter 
Clear Drushing Iacgue (2 coats) 
Liquid Uax (1 coat) 
l·1atarinl ~ 
_Hage Rato_ 
Total Cost or Cla-r Lacquer and Wax Finish on Doors 
Allowance tor Sane Above 
Extra Cost tor Cloar lacquer Finish on Door 
2 to 2 l/2 hrso/100 SF 
ot Area. Covorod 
Hot Unita or 
l·ato u 
1 J.7 CSF 




2 l/3 to 3. brso 
2/3 gal. 
1/6 gal. 
CLCSET FRONT (4 10 WIDE - gt 0 HIGH) 
Total 
Labor Coats Subcontractor• a Px·oduction Cost 
Lo Hi Material Cgpt Oyarheed & Profit -~ Hi 
~ 2.60 
.so 
IJ$ to 55% 
3afo to 4~ 
3oP to II$ 
0 7o3S $10o46 
3.3S 3.64 
.65 • 70 
Cll.3S $14oSO 
4.06 6.62 
$ 7.32 $ 8.18 
CLOSET FRONT (4QO WIDE - 8 10 HIGH) 
Pair of Hinged Door in Wall - Conventional Construction 
wi h Non-Bearing Partition 
labor Factor 
Partition Framing 
Carpenter $ 2o35/Jlro 22 to 28--
Iaborar 1.70/hr. 5 1/2 to 7 ;r:.mF 
2" x 4" /12 Yellmt Pine .109/BFC 
\-lallboard 
Carpenter 2.35/hr. 2 2/3 to 3 1/2' hrao 
3/S" 07Psum \iallboard vith recessed 
/l'f:JO SF of Mtl.. Uset1 
.051/~ edges 
Taping WallbOard Joints 
4 to s 1/4 hrs. Painter 2.25/hr. 
/100 LF of Joint 
2501 Pertora d Joint Tapo and lS# 
bag of Joint Cement 4.75/pkg.T 
Door Frame, Stopa and Trim 
2.35/hr. l 1/2 to 2 hrs./F Carpen r 
Door Fmme and Stope - 3/lQ x 6/8 
3/4" X 3/4" Backbe.nd Trim 
7. ?0/FrarpeT 
.115/LF 
Doors- Hanging and Bardw.re 
2.35/hr. 1 1/2 t0 2 hre. /Door Carpenter 
Door, Ponderosa Pine #1, 2 Panel -
2/0 X 6/S X 1 3/8 11.75/DoorT 
Door Knob and Friction Catch-
l.SO/SetB So11c1 Bre.~s-
Painting - Walls i ! t:·l };i f . 
• 7 to 1.32 hra./100 SF Painter 2~~'~' 
. · w;_b :~ ot Area CCVGl-ed Powdered Pr~er (1 coat) • . , c 
Casein Paint (1 coat) 2~98/~. 
Doors 
Painter 2.~5~, ' ~? to 1.1 bra./Door 
: ·'~ i i·s ~ 
. Poudered ·Primer (2 coats) 
.21/lb. c 









CLOSEr FRO:rr (4 t 0 HIDE - gt 0 HIGH) 
Total 
Labor Costs Subcontractor's Production Cost 
Ma Lo Hi Material Cost Overhead & Prt>fit 
.............. , .... -~.,..... Lo R1 
. 1/2 hr. e 1.11 $ 1.17 $ 1.17 $ 1.17 
1/10 to 1/6 hr. .17 .28 .17 .28 
20 BF $ 2.18 2.18 2.1S 
1/3 to 1/2 hr• .78 1.17 .78 1.17 
13 SF. .66 .66 .66 
1/2 hr. 1. 1.12 1.12 1 12 
1/25 pkg. .19 .19 .19 
1 1/2 to 2 hrs. 3.52 4.70 3.52 4.70 
1 Frame 7.70 7.70 7.70 
36 4.1.4 4.14 4•14 
3 to 4 hro. 7.05 9./J) 7.05 9.40 
2 Doors 23.50 23.50 23.50 
2 Sets 3.60 3.60 3.60 
1/6 to 1/3 hr. .3'1 .75 40 to 55% .52 1.16 
3/8 lb. 
.09 30 to JPf, .12 .13 
.4 gal. 1.19 30 to 4£$ 1.55 1.67 
1 1/2 to 2 1/5 hre. 3.·'57 4.95 40 to 55% 4.72 - 7.67 
3/8 lb. 
.09 30 to JP1, .12 .13 
.4 gal. 1.19 30 to JPp 1.55 1.67 
TOTAL $17.55 $23.54 $41 ... 53 $64.36 $72.24 
. 
CLOSET FRONT (4' 0 \·IIDE - 8 0 HIGH) 
Pair ot Hinged Doo in 11 - ConVO!ltio 1 Construction 
'With Non-B$aring Partition 
Extra Co t tor Gum Doo - llatural 
Finish 
Door 
Flush Hollow Core Gum- 2/0 x 
6/8 X 1 3/8 . 
Painting - Doors 
Painter 
Liquid Wax (2 ~ts) 
Total Cost ot Doo and Finishing 
Allownc tor Same Abo 
$12.25/DoorT 
2.25/hr. e7 to 1.1 hrs./Door 
3.00/gal.E 
Extra Co t · ro Gum Flush Doors vi th 2 coats of Wax. 
Extra Cost .tor Birch Doors - Natural 
Finish 
Door 
Flush Hollov Core Birch - 2/0 x 
• I • 6/8 X 1 3/8 
Painting Doors 
Painter 
Clear BruShing Ie.cquer ( 2 coats) 
Liquid Wax (1 coat) 
Total Ooet ot Doors and inisbing 
An· nee tor Same Above 
.. 
13.00/Dooif 
2 to 2 1/2 hrs./Door 
Extra Cost tor Birch Flush Doors with Clear Lacquer Finish. 
2 Doo 




1 1/2 to 2 1/5 hre. 
1/2 gal. 
2 Doors 
4 to 5 hN. 
1 gal. 
1/4 gal. 
CLOOET FRO!rl' (410 \·1IDE - 8 10 HIGH) 
Total 
labor Costs Subcontractor's Production Cost 
Lo Hi l.fate$1 Cost Overhead & Prof t Lo Hi 
$24.50 ~>24.50 t24.50 
$ 3.37 f~ 4.95 lJJ to 55% 4.72 7.67 
1.50 30 to IPP 1.95 2.10 
$.31.17 $34.27 
29.89 32.97 
t' 1.2S $ 1.30 
26.00 26.00 26.00 
9.00 11.25 .40 to 55% 12.60 17.44 
3.90 30 to 4f1l, 5ofYl 5.46 




CLOSET FROm' (41 0 WIDE - sw 0 HIGH) 




2" x 4" #2 Yellow Pine 
Door Frame, Stops and Trim 
Carpenter 
Door Frame and Stops - 3/10 x 
7/ll 
3/4" x 3/4" Bac;:kband Trim 
Doors - llanging and lardware 
C~enter 
Door, Flush Hollow Core Birch -. 
2/0 X S/0 x l 3/S 
Door Knob and Friction Catch 
Hinges 3 1/2 x 3 1/2 D.B. 
Painting - Frame and Trim 
Painter 
Powdered Prilnor (1 coat) 
Casein Paint (1 coat) 
Doors 
· Painter 
Povdored Primer (1 coat) 
Casein Paint (1 coat) 
~xtra Cost for t~tural Finish** 
. ~ainting Doors o~ 
Painter· 
Clear Brushing Lacquer (2 ooa ts) 
Liquid Wax (1 coat) 
Total Cost tor Painting Doors 
Allowance for Same Above 
Extra Cost tor Clear lacquer Finish. 
l·hterial or 
Wye !!ate J•bor Facto£ 
e 2.35/hr. 
1.70/hr. 
22 to 28/rmF 
5 1/2 to 7 /l!JlF 
.109/BFC . 
2.,35/.hr. 1 1/2 to ~ hre./Frame 
9.00/F~eT 
~U5/LF 
2$35/.hr. 1 1/2 to 2 hrs./Door 
25.00*/DoorHE 
l.SO/S~t .. 
.SO/pr • .l' 




2.25/bi-. • 7 to 1.1 hrs./Door · 
.24/lb.sc 
2.9S/gal. 
~.,25/lw. 2 to 2 l/2 'trrs./Door 
3.90/~al.M 
3.00/gal.. 









* This is a special built door and the price is the same whether finished with gum or birch. 
** Natural Finish with 2 coats of wx vil.l be approxinateJ.,- the same cost as show for Casein 
Paint. 
~ 
CLOSET FRONT (4'0 UIDE - 8'0 HIGH) 
Total 
Hours or labor Costs Subcontractor's Production Cost 
Jeo Hi Mat.aria] Cg s1; Onfh~ & P.mt1t. 
1/4 to 1/3 hr. " $ .59 $ .7B $ .-59 $ .78 
l/15 hr. .11 .11 .n .11 
llBF $ 1.20 1.20 1.20 
1 1/2 to 2 hre. .3.52 4.70 3.52 4.70 
·1 Frame 9.00 9 .. 00 9.00 
40LF ~60 4.6e 4.60 
3 to 4 hrs. 7.05 9.40 7.05 9.40 
2 Doors so.oo 509 00 50.00 
2 Sets 3.60 . 3.60 3.60 
3 pr. 2.40 2.40 2.40 
1/6 to 1/4 hr. .37 .56 40 to 5s,h .52 
.3 lbs. .07 30 to II$ .09 
.03 gal. .09 30 to II$ .12 
l 1/2 to 2 .l/5 bra. 3.37 4.95 40 to 55% 4.72 7.67 
' lbs~ .72 30 to II$ .94 leOl 
.3 gal. .S9 30 to liJ% 1.16 1.25 
TOTAL ClS.Ol C20.50 $72.57 $89.62 $96.82 
4 to 5 hrs. 9,00 11.25 40 to 55% 12.60 17 44 
1 gal. 3.90 . 30 to 4r:$ 5.07 . 5./J:J 





CLOSET Fl~ONT (410 WIDE - 8 10 HIGH) 
Pair of 1hrdboard Sliding Doors 
.. 
2" X 4 #2 YollCRI Pine 
(Sidos & Head) 
1 n x 2" 112 Yollow· Pin 
(Floor Stri ) 
Sliding Door Installation 
Carpante 
Pair ot tempered hardboard 
sliding doors vi th steel 
sid tub 
Painting - Doors 
Paillter 
Primer (1 coat) 
C sein P~1:nt (1 oca t) 
41.A.\AI ...... Co t fOr ~.zood Door Faee, on 









Pair of . tabrioa:l;ed Sliding Doo~- U 
Fir P:cywod Facing 34.00/pr. 
le.b9r Factqr 
1 l/2 to 2 hno 
/100 IF or B1ocid.ng 
7 to 9 hrs./p~. doors 
• 7 to 1.1 brs./D~ 
Painting 
Painter 2.25/br. • 7 to 1.1 brs./bcor 
~quid w~ (2 te) 3.00/gal..E 
Total C ~ ot Doo and Fini h1ng 
Ali tor sam Above 
Extra Cost of Gum :B'lruah Doora with Wax F~~ 
' . 
' ' 
Pair or Pretabri t Sliding Doors - · u 
· Birch~ Fac1Dg ~,7?_/rpr • . 
PaintirJg 
Painter 2.25/hr. 1.6 to 2.5 hrs./bcor 
Clear Brt1sl$g Iaog:uer (2 coats) 3. 90/pl.: 
Liquid w~ (1 coat) 3"00/gal. 
Total Cost··or Doors and Finishing 
Allowance for Same· Abo"n 







1/3 to 1/2 hr. 
14BF 
lBF 
2 1/2 to 4 hrao 
1 pr. 





1 pr .. 
1 1/2 to 2 1/5 br • 
1/2 gal. 
1 pr. 
3.2 to 5.0 hrs. 
1 x2 gal. 
1 3 gal6 
CLOOE'l' FRONT (410 WIDE - S'O HIGH) 
Total 
Labor Costs Subcontractor's Production Cost 
Lo H.1. ......,...,....iiiiiiiilii:LI....,...,..t 2Dr!l.sad & · t t 
.78 $ 1.17 $ .78 ~ 1.17 
olO .10 0 10 
5.8? 9.40 9.40 
26.50 to 26.50 ~q 00 2S.oo 
3.37 4.95 40 to 55% 11<-e '72 7o6? 
.72 30 to liTfo -9/:.. 1.01 
.89 30 to 4'$ 1.16 1.25 
G10.02 C15.52 $29.73 $31.23 ~~1.59 $50 l2 
.34o00 34.00 34o00 
.3.Y7 4.95 40 to 55% 4.72 7o67 
, 1.50 30 to 11$ 1 95 2ol0 
: $JJJ.67 ~43.77 
33.32 37.93 
$ 7 • .35 C 5o84 
1.6.75 /IJ.75 IP.75 
7.20 11.25 40 to 5~ lO.OS . 7 43 
s.ss 30 to 4(:Jfo 7.60 8.19 




Bac~ ·p Grounds 
Carp<mter 
2" x 4 #2 Yellou Pine 
(Sidos e: lload) 
1" X 2" #2 Yell0tr1 Pine 
(Floo ~ rips) 
.Closet lfall Door Frame 
CN. ET FRONT (410 1·1IDE. - S 0 HIGH) 
:Pair of Hardboard SlidirJg Doors 
I4ater:lal or 
• \-ta.ge Rate Labor Factor 
~~ 2o35/nr. l l/2 to 2 hrs./100 LF 
of Blocking 
Carpenter 2o35/hro :3 1/2 to 4 1/2 hrs. 
/Frame 
1/2" x 1 1/2" Select Ponderosa Pine o45~(l) 
1 n x 4 #l Common Pine 0 2$/BFL(l) 
Mako and Install 2 Flush Doors 
1 Frame 
Carpenter 2o35/hro 5 to 'l 1/2 hrs /Pro l Pr. Doors 
1 l/9 to 3 1/4 hrs./Pr. l Pr. Do Laborer lo 70/hr • 
1/8" T.rad Hardboard (on face only-) .12/SFL 
1 n x 4" Select Pondorc Pine • 3S/BFTL 
I. Hoj'.lors .25 ea .L 




Primer (1 coat) 
Casein Paint (1 coat) 
2.25/b.r. 
Extra Coat for Pl;vwood Facing on Doors-
One Side Only 
.35 to .55 hr-./Door 
1/ 4" Fir PJ.Tt.mod, Grade A-D 
Painting 
· Painter 2.25/b.r. .:i to .6 hr.ft\oar 
- ... Liquid Wax (2 eoa ts) 
~ .. . . 
Total Coat ot Pl.yvood &n4. Finishing 
AllO\Janco tor Same AboVe 
3 00/ga.l. 






CLOSET FRONT (4 • 0 ~liDE - 8 t 0 HIGII) 
Total 
Labor Costs Subcont:ractor•s Produ.c ··ion Cost 
l Iq Hi & IIi 
1/3 to l/2 hr. $ .78 ~ 1.17 ~? 78 $ ll7 
l4BF e 1.;2 1.52 1.52 
lBF .10 .10 .10 
3 1/2 to 4 l/2 hrs. S.22 10.57 $.22 10.57 
4 1/2 BF 2.02 2.02 2 02 
10 BF 2.50 2.50 2.50 
5 to 71/4 • 11.75 17.04 ll ?; 17.04 
1 1/~ 'Go 3 1/4 hrs. 1.99 5.52 1.89 5.52 
32~ ~ 3.S4 3.84 3o84 
13 BF. 4.94 4.94 4 94 
4pcs 1.00 1.00 1.oo 
Spes 2.00 2.00 20 00 
SLF 1.20 1.20 1.20 
• 7 "Go 1.1 bra. 1.5'1 2.47 40 to 55% 2.20 3.83 
\Yl lbs • 43 30 to JJ$ .56 . .6o 5 gal. .60 30 to J..r:fP .78 .84 
TOTAL $24.21 $36.77 $20.15 ~45.30 $58.69 
"; ~ ...... . 
., .. 
I r; .. ~ 
,-, '*' , .... 7.04 r/ti;}·'i· ;"i 01·. .:; t::_ ...... 
.6 to 1.2 1.35 2.'10 40 to 5~ 1.89 4.18 
·' gal. ~~ ~Oto~ 1.17 1.26 
. 
'· $10.10 . $12.48 
7.38 9.11 
$ 2.72 $ 3.3? 
CLOSET FROlrf ·(4' 0 "wliDE -. 8' 0 HIGU) :· 
Pair ot Sliding Doors 
1/4" Birch PJ.;vlrood, Grade A-D 
Painting 
· Painter 
Clear Brushing lacquer (2 coats) 
Liquid \-lax (l coat) 
Total Cost ot Plyvood and Finishi.ng 
Allowance for Same Abo o 
. f·1a. terial or 
\1M Rate r Factor 
Ext Co~t ot Single Face Birch PJ.yvood. Doors with Olear Lacquer Finish 
Extra Cos for F, cing on Both Sides 
ot Doors 
2 Do 
Make and Install 2 Flush Doors 
· Carpenter 5 1/2 to S 1/2 hre./ l pr. Doors 
pr. ot Doo 
1 l/3 to 4 brs./pr. 1 pr. Doors 
ot Doors 
Labo ~ . 
1/8 Tempered Hardboard ' 
Painting 
Painter 
;Primer (1 coat) 
Casein Paint (1 coat) 
2.25/hr. • 7 to 1.1 brs./D 
:2.Vlb.sa 
2. 98/ga~. ' : 
Total Coat ot Doors and Painting OperatiOn. 
· AJ.J.9wanoe tor Same Above 





lo6 to 2o6 hrso 
.6 gale 
.15 gal. 
' l/2 to 8 l/2 br • 
1 1/3 to 4 brs. 
64 SF 
1.4 to 2.2 bra. 
:3 %5 lbs. 
2 5 gal. 




$ 3.6o $ 5.85 /IJ to 55% 
2.34 30 to 4r$ 




3.15 4.95 40 to 55% 
.s6 30 to IJ1I, 





















3 ~.9~ . $13o32 
CLOSET FRO (4'0 \.zmE- S1 0 H!G I) 
·Pa:u- of Sliding Door 
E Cost tor Facing on Both Sides 
or Doo s 
14a.ka Install 2 Flush Doors 
Carpenter 
Laborer 
1/4" Fir~. Grade A-D 
Painting 
. Paintor 
Liquid Wax (2 coata) 
Total Cost or Pl.ywod and Finishing 





5 1/2 to B 1/2 hrs 
/pr. ot Doors 
5 172 to S 1/2 hrs. 
· /pr. ot Doors 
.6 to 1.3 bro./Door 
Exta. Cost ot Doublo Faced Fir PJ.Yt.zood Doors with Wax Finish. 
Extra ·cost ror Facing on Both Sides 
otDoors 
ke and Install 2 Flush Doors 
Carpenter 
Laborer 
.1/ 4" Birch Plydood - Grade A..D 
(Facing) 




· Claar Brushing . lacquer (2 coats) 
Liquid \-lax (1 coat) 
Total Cost ot P1yvood and Finishing 
Allmance tar Same Above · 







5 1/2 to S 1/2 hrs. 
/pr. or Doors 
1 l/3 to 4 hrso /pr. or Doors · 
Extra Cost of Double Faced Birch~ Doors vith Clear Lacquer Finish. 
1 pr. Doors 
1 pr. :Cooro 
2 Doors 
1 pr. Doors 
l pr. Doors 
2 Doore 
5 1/2 to S 1/2 hrso 
1 1/3 to 4 hr 0 
64 SF 
1.2 to 2o6 brso 
• 6 gal. 
5 1/2 to 8 hrs. 
1.1/3 to 4 hrs. 
32 SF 
32 SF 
.3.2 to 5 hre. 
1 .l/5 gall) 
.3 gal. 
CLOS.c. FRO. _ ( 41 0 HIDE - 8 0 HIGH) 
P o Sl.':.ding Door · · 
Labor Co ts 
ItO Hi Material Cg§t 
$12 92 $19.97 
2.27 6 .. 80 
2.70 . 5o85 . 
12.92 19.97 
2 Z'l 6.80 







40 to 55% 
30 to 4r$ 
40 to 55% 
30 to 4CJI> 
30 to 4r$ 
Total 
Pl odu . .on Cost 
· J Hi 




2.34 2 52 
$35.39 $52o44 
2lo02 31 ... 67 
$14.37 $20 77 
12.92 19.97 
2 .. 27 6'"80 









it and Install 4 Slid 
C rpen 
Doors 
Flush Bi h Hollow Door- 2'0 • 
61 g X 1 'J/8 - 2 Pan 1 
, 
Flu h Birch C bin t Door - 2'0 x 
11 ~ X 3/4 ~ 1 Panel 
Guid 
T ck 
S Roll rs 
P, int 
Painter 
Prim r (1 coat) 





2 98/gal C 
1 1/2 to 2 0 
/100 1.P o Bloc 




CLOSET FRONT (4 0 WIDE - S 0 HIGH) 
Total 
Labor Costs Subcontractor~ a Production Cos 
!-fa Lo Hi & H 
1/3 to 1/2 hr. $ .78 e 1~11 .78 1ol7 
l4BF c 1.52 1.5 1.52 
13.~ 12.63 1.3.51 l2o6.3 
3.8'1 3 .. 8'7 .3.87 
.3 1/2 5 bra 8.22 n.'75 So22 J~o75 
2 Doors 23-50' 23o50 23.50-· 
2 Doors 6 00 6oOO 6 0 00 
16peao 4.00 4.00 400 
16 LF 2.40 2.40 2.40 
8 pea. 2.00 2o00 2o00 
2 3 1/5 hrso 4.50 7.20 4f1l, to 5~ 6.30 llo16 
4 1/.3 1bo 1.04 .3"-' to 4r$ 1 • .34 lo46 
o4 galo 1.19 3~ to J,J1I, 1.55 1.67 
I 
TOTAL $27.01 $32.75 ~45o52 $74.99 $83.13 
CLOSET FRONT {4'0 WinE - 's•u HIGH) 
4 Sl 1Dg Door , Mill-made Doors 
Extra Cost for Flush Doors 
- Natural Finish 
Flush liollov Core - Gum 2'0 x 6•S 
X 1 3/8 




Liquid wax (2 co t ) 
Total Cost of Doors & Finishing 
Allovm.nce for Same Above 
I 
Job Built A; -
E $12.25 ea.· 
E 3.00 ea. 
2.25/hr. 
Extra Cost of Gum F..tuah Doors with Wax Finish 
Flush Hollw Core - Birch 
2'0 X 6'8 X 1 3/S 
Flush 7-ply Birch - 2 10 X 1'4~ 
X 3t4 . 
Painting 
Painter 
Clear Brush~ Lacquer (2 ccats) 
Liquid ax (1 coat) 
Total Cost of. Doors & Fini bing 
Allowance for Same AboVe 
E 13.00 ea. 
2.25/hr. 
Labor Factor 
.7 to 1.3 hrs./.1.00 
SF of Area Covered 
2 to 2f bra ./J.OO SF 
of Area Covered 
Extra Coat for Birch Flush Doors with Clear Lacquer Finish 




CLOSF!I' FRONT (410 WIDE- 8'0 HIGH) 
Total 
Labor Costs ~o cr on Co~t 
La Hi Q.!!~~..LJEmJ~- _Lrl _tl~-
2 Door $;»..4t)50 $24.50 
2 Doors 6.00 6.00 
2 to 3 1/S bra. $4.50 $7.20 JP1, to 5~ 6o30 11.16 




2Doo 26.00 26.00 26.00 
2 Doors 8.92 8.92 8.92 
s 3/4 to 7 1/4 brs. 12.94 16.31 JP1, to 55% 18oJ2 25.2S 
}! gal. 5o85 30% to IJ)'/.J 7.60 8.19 




CLOSET F Ot .~; (~ C \imE 8 H G- .) 
4 Sliding Doors - Jo Built Doore nd F o 
Backup Grounds 
Carpenter 
2" x 4" #2 Yallov Pine (Sides 
and Hoad) 
Front 11 Door Frame 
See itemized da "2 lt!all Closet -
D onstration Houses" 
11ake and Il?-stall 4 Flush Doors 
C rpenter 
Laborar 
1/S" Tempered Hardboard . 






Primer (1 coat) 







1 1/2 to 2 hrs. 
/100 LF of Blocking 




CLOSET FRONT (4 Q 0 WIDE - S 'O HIGH) 
l'otal 
Labor Cos"c,s Subcontractor's Production Cost 
~~ Lo Hi Mtterial Cost Oyprbead & Profj.t _Lo Hi 
1/3 to 1/2 hr. $ .7S $ 1.1'7 $ .78 $ lol7 
14 BF $ 1.52 1.52 1.52 
13.51 12.63 13.51 12.63 
3.8'7 3.8'1 3.81 
8 1/4 to 12 5/S hrso 19.39 2!).67 19.39 2!}.67 
2 to 5 7/S hre. 3.40 9o99 .3o40 9.99 
64 SF 7.6s 7.68 7o6S 
2lBF 7.98 7.98 7.98 
8 pes. 2.00 2.00 2.00 
16 pee. 4.00 4.00 4.00 
16 LF ~4;) 2.40 2.40 
2 to 3 1/5 bra. 4.50 7.20 4\$ to 55~ 6.30 ll.16 
4 1/"J lb. 1.04 .30% to 4r$ 1.3.ft. 146 
· '4 gal., 1.19 :3~ to 4~ 1.55 1.67 
TOTAL ea.. sa $60.66 e31.6S $75.72 e91.2o 
CLOSE FRO.. . (4'0 WIDE - SiO HIGH) 
4 Sliding Doors - Job Built rs and 
Extra Coet tor P.l.ywoot! Facing 
on Both S.a.de of Doors 
1/4'• Fir Plyw d - Grade A-D 
(both sides of door) 
Pa.intizlg 
Painter 
Liquid Wax(2 coats) 
Total Co t ot Pl & Finishing 
Allo Jane for Same A bow 
l~ateria.l or 
. Wag Rat 
3.00/gal~ 
Extra Co ot Fir Plywood Doors w1 th Wax Finish 
1/411 Birch Plywood - Grade A-D 
(Door fao:lng) 




Clear Brushing Lacguer (2 COtlts) 3.90/.gal..: 
Liquid Wax (1 tJ . 3.00/gal. 
Total Cost ot Plywood & Finishing 
Allowance for Same Above 
LabOr Factor 
.7 to 1.1 bro/J.OO SF 
ot Area Covered 
2 to 2i hrs./.Loo SF 
ot Area C~1er d 
Extra Cost of Biroh Plywood Doors with Clear lacquer Filliah 
Net Units or 
Material Uffi.ts 
2~9 CSF 
